Americans want their votes to matter. To improve on its voting system, Washington could benefit from looking at its neighbor to the north, Alaska, which advances four candidates to the general election and uses RCV to determine the winner.

Executive Summary

In 2004, Washington state voters approved Initiative 872 (I-872), the “People’s Choice Initiative.” I-872 restored Washington’s then recently overturned blanket primary and designated that the top-two vote-getters in the primary would be advanced to the general election. Proponents of I-872 argued that the “top-two voting” system would increase competition and voter participation. Opponents argued that the new system would reduce options for voters in the general election and would result in single-party general elections.

Since then, sixteen years of top-two voting elections have shown mixed results for both opponents and proponents of the system. Overall, top-two voting has provided Washington citizens with more options in primary elections, generating more competition and giving them more say in outcomes. On the other hand, it has had little impact on voter participation and has occasionally resulted in races that left many voters feeling unsatisfied with their choices.
Legislators and election scholars in Washington and around the country can take away a key learning from Washington’s top-two voting experience: The top-two approach is an improvement to partisan primaries and plurality elections, but it could be improved by having more candidates advance out of the primary and by using an alternative voting system in the general election to ensure a majority winner.

Introduction

Americans want their votes to matter.¹ For all but the most competitive jurisdictions, the most consequential elections of any given political cycle are the primary elections.² Unfortunately, for the first 100 years of primary elections, nearly all states kept their primaries closed to registered members of the party, leaving out independent voters or voters from other parties.³ Even today, seven states continue to limit their primary elections to party members, and all but five states limit voters to a single primary—for one party or the other.⁴

In 1935, Washington state was one of the earliest states to break the mold and give more voters a say in primary elections, instituting a blanket primary, in which voters could choose among all candidates.⁵ For nearly 70 years, Washington voters supported their chosen candidates through blanket primaries before legal challenges and a governor’s veto ended the blanket primary in 2004.⁶ The voters moved quickly to reinstate the blanket primary through Initiative 872 (I-872) in 2004, but with a new twist—only the top-two vote-getters would advance to the general election, regardless of party affiliation.⁷ This new “Top-Two” voting system revolutionized primary elections in Washington and provided a model for other states to follow.⁸

Proponents of top-two voting system argued that the new primary would increase competition, both in the primary and general elections, and promote voter participation.⁹ On the other hand, opponents worried that it would reduce the total number of options in general elections and isolate minority party voters if both general election candidates were affiliated with the majority party.¹⁰
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After 16 years of top-two elections, both the proponents and opponents of I-872 were largely correct. The approach has opened up the most consequential elections to all voters and has created an incentive for candidates to reach out to a broad coalition of voters for support. At the same time, by limiting the general election to the two top candidates, it has resulted in elections where sizable proportions of voters do not have a candidate to vote for who aligns with their interests—and it has even created unusual elections where no majority-party candidate is available on the general election ballot.11

In all, top-two voting gives citizens more power than the standard partisan primaries used in many other states, but the process still leaves much to be desired. Washington’s top-two voting system would benefit from implementing two key reforms present in the voting system in nearby Alaska: expanding the number of primary winners and using an alternative voting system in the general election, such as ranked-choice voting or approval voting. In so doing, the Evergreen State could improve its elections and reaffirm its status as a model to the rest of the country.

The Winding Road to Top-Two Elections

Primary elections are a relatively recent addition to America’s electoral landscape. First instituted in the early 1900s by progressive reformers in states like Wisconsin, primaries proliferated around the country over the next several decades.12 Taking a different path from other state primaries, Washington implemented a blanket primary election in 1935, which allowed voters to support any candidate running for office, regardless of party.13 The blanket primary represented a radical change from partisan ballots, which had made it impossible to vote for candidates from different parties.14

From 1935 to 2004, Washington relied on the blanket primary to identify general election candidates.15 However, after legal challenges to the process at the turn of the century, Washington’s blanket primary was replaced in 2004 by a partisan primary.16 Dissatisfied with the change, Washington voters demanded the return of the blanket primary almost immediately and adopted I-872 in the 2004 general election, resulting in the top-two voting system that exists today.17
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Original Blanket Primary

In 1930s Washington, a blanket primaries’ ballot contained all candidates running for office from qualified parties, and voters selected one candidate per office. To advance to the general election, candidates had to win a plurality of votes against the other candidates of their own party and earn at least 1 percent of the total vote in the primary. Voters were free to vote for candidates from any party and could seamlessly switch between parties for each race on the ballot.

Using the 1998 U.S. Senate race as an example, the primary election ballot included 13 candidates across four different political parties. After tallying the totals, Patty Murray earned the most votes among the Democrats, Linda Smith earned the most votes among the Republicans and none of the third-party candidates reached at least 1 percent of the total vote. In the end, the general election featured only the top Democrat and top Republican—an outcome similar to what might be expected under a typical partisan primary.

The original blanket primary in Washington was successful at giving all voters the opportunity to contribute in primary contests, regardless of party affiliation. Yet the overlap of a partisan primary with a blanket primary occasionally produced quirky results, such as knocking out the second most popular candidate but advancing the third most popular candidate, as was the case with the 1980 gubernatorial primary. Republican John Spellman advanced out of the primary with 162,426 votes while incumbent Democrat Dixy Lee Ray failed to advance out of the primary with 234,252 votes, coming in second to challenger Democrat Jim McDermott. Both Spellman and Ray competed among the same pool of voters, yet the candidate with more votes did not advance.

Legal Challenges and Legislative Tinkering

Washington enjoyed a blanket primary for nearly 70 years without disruption until a legal battle in another state created chaos.

In 1996, California voters approved Proposition 198, moving the Golden State away from closed partisan primaries to a blanket primary similar to Washington’s. The California Democratic Party opposed the change and filed suit alleging that the blanket primary violated the party’s First Amendment rights.
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of association. Ultimately, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled 7-2 that the blanket primary violated the First Amendment. Key to the ruling was the partisan nature of the proposed blanket primary. By identifying primary winners according to their membership in a political party and opening the primary to all voters, the Court ruled that California was “forcing political parties to associate with those who do not share their beliefs” thus violating their associational rights.26

But Justice Scalia, writing for the majority in the California case, also left the door open for a different kind of blanket primary. He noted that although a partisan blanket primary violates the First Amendment, “under a nonpartisan blanket primary, a state may ensure more choice, greater participation, increased ‘privacy,’ and a sense of ‘fairness’—all without severely burdening a political party’s First Amendment right of association.”27

Following the California case, the Democratic Party of Washington sued to remove the blanket primary in Washington, and the Ninth Circuit ultimately ruled in favor of the party in 2003.28 With the blanket primary thrown out just before the 2004 election cycle, the Washington state legislature scrambled to pick up the pieces.

In the waning days of the legislation session in 2004, the Washington State legislature passed Senate Bill 6453, which advanced a two-part fix.29 First, the bill reinstated the blanket primary as a nonpartisan primary, as conceptualized by Justice Scalia. All candidates would be listed on the primary ballot and the top-two candidates, regardless of affiliation, would advance to the general election.30 To avoid the issue of associational rights, candidates would be permitted to self-identify their party preference, making the primary entirely nonpartisan under law.31 Second, the bill created a backup election system if the first was overturned by the courts.32 Under this backup system, known as an “open primary with private choice,” the primary would be held as a partisan endeavor, but voters would be free to choose which party’s ballot they would use each election, and the voter’s choice would be kept private.33

The legislature passed Senate Bill 6453 with support from both parties and sent the bill to Gov. Gary Locke to sign.34 Gov. Locke vetoed the section creating the blanket primary, leaving in place the backup option—an open primary with private
choice. With insufficient support to override his veto, the primary elections in 2004 were conducted using an open primary with private choice.

**Top-Two Voting Initiative**

Following the partial veto of Senate Bill 6453, supporters of the blanket primary filed I-872, the “People’s Choice Initiative.” I-872 reinstated the blanket primary, once again putting all candidates onto the same primary ballot, but this time with the same twist lawmakers had proposed in the vetoed sections of Senate Bill 6453. Rather than advancing the top candidates from each party, candidates would self-identify a party preference and the top-two vote-getters would advance, regardless of party affiliation—an approach commonly known as a top-two election.

Despite opposition from the governor, the League of Women Voters, and the Libertarian and Green parties, the initiative passed with 60 percent of the vote and was set to replace the “open primary with private choice” after just one election.

Opponents of blanket primaries challenged the new system in court, delaying its implementation and resulting in an open primary with private choice for the 2006 election cycle. Once again, the challenge went all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court, but this time the Court ruled 7-2 in favor of the blanket primary system.

The key distinction, according to the Court, between the original blanket primary and the top-two system centered around the distinct role of parties in the two systems. Under the original, unconstitutional blanket primary, the premise of the primary was to pick candidates to represent each party. Under the top-two system, however, parties merely functioned as political signaling tools for voters. Candidates self-identified a party preference, but the rules were agnostic to parties altogether.

With the First Amendment challenge resolved, the top-two system took effect for the 2008 primary elections and has continued to be used in primary elections ever since.

**How the Top-Two System Has Fared in Practice**

Each election cycle, the Washington Secretary of State prepares a voters’ pamphlet for federal and state elections. This pamphlet includes statements by the candidates and arguments supporting and opposing statewide ballot measures. When I-872 was presented to voters in 2004, proponent and opponent arguments were laid out for voters in the pamphlet (See Figure 2 and Figure 3).
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Figure 2: Statement for Initiative Measure 872, Washington State voters’ pamphlet, 2004

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOTE FOR THE PERSON — NOT THE PARTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Last year the state party houses won their lawsuit against the blanket primary, and in 2004 they convinced the Governor to vote legislation allowing voters to continue to vote for any candidate in the primary. Most of us believe this freedom to select any candidate in the primary is a basic right. Don’t be fooled to choose from only one party’s slate of candidates in the primary. Vote Yes on I-872.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MORE COMPETITIVE PRIMARIES AND GENERAL ELECTIONS

Under I-872, the two candidates with the most votes in the primary win and go on to the general election ballot. No political party is guaranteed a spot on the general election ballot. Parties will have to recruit candidates with broad public support and run campaigns that appeal to all the voters. That’s fair—and that’s right.

PROTECT PRIVACY AND INCREASE PARTICIPATION

Under I-872, you will never have to declare party or register by party in order to vote in the primary. In the primaries in 2000, the turnout in Washington was more than twice as high as in states with party primaries—because voters in this state could support any candidate in the primary ballot. Vote Yes on I-872.

RETURN CONTROL OF THE PRIMARY TO THE VOTERS

The September primary this year gave the state party houses more control over who appears on our general election ballot at the expense of the average voter. I-872 will reverse the kind of control in the primary that voters enjoyed for seventy years with the blanket primary. Protect Washington’s tradition as a state that elects people over party labels. Vote Yes on I-872.

For more information, call 1.800.834.1035 or visit www.I872.org.

Rebuttal of Statement Against

I-872 gives voters more choices in the primary and better choice in the general. All the voters will decide who is on the November ballot. Whether it’s one Republican and one Demo-crat, one major and one minor party, or even an independent — they will be the candidates the voters want the most. The primary and general election should be decided by voters, not by exclusive party organizations that might be dominated by special interests.

With the privilege of hindsight and data from eight state election cycles, including hundreds of elections for state legislature, the arguments for and against top-two voting are now ripe for evaluation.

Analysis of Proponents’ Claims

The Washington State Grange, the Secretary of State and a coalition of bipartisan legislators put forward the following arguments in favor of the top-two voting initiative:

1. Voters would be able to choose a person and not a party;
2. Both primaries and the general election would become more competitive;
3. Top-two voting would protect privacy and increase participation; and
4. Control of the primary would belong to voters and not the party.

The first and fourth arguments are not well suited to empirical analysis; however, the second and third arguments can be analyzed using data from the eight elections conducted so far using a top-two approach from 2008 to 2022.

Data showed that the proponents were correct on some points—in particular the claim that top-two voting would create competition—but they were also overstating the potential benefits at times, particularly regarding the amount of competition and voter participation created by top-two voting in the aggregate.

More Competition in the Primary and General Election

In the voters’ pamphlet, the proponents argued that top-two voting would create “more competitive primaries and general elections.”46 In particular, they predicted that “[p]arties will have to recruit candidates with broad public support and run campaigns that appeal to all the voters.”47

Looking first to the primaries, the most charitable interpretation of the proponents’ argument is relatively straightforward. Top-two primaries give voters more choices than a partisan primary because the top-two voting primary contains more competitors and thus fosters more competition. A cursory analysis shows this claim to be true. With all candidates for office appearing together on the primary ballot, including independent and third-party candidates, voters are regularly presented with more options than a standard partisan primary.

However, a more detailed analysis of competition requires investigating whether the races themselves were tighter and the outcomes were less clear. One common method of determining electoral competitiveness can be found by looking at races...
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decided by 10 points or fewer. Looking at state legislative races, where 98 House seats and roughly 25 Senate seats are on the ballot each cycle, data tilts slightly in favor of the proponents of top-two voting.

In 2004 and 2006, the vast majority of state legislative primary races offered no competition at all, with just one candidate per party per office. Only 22 partisan primary races were decided by 10 points or fewer.

However, with the advent of top-two voting, not only did nearly every primary race offer at least two options for voters, but the number of close races increased as well. In 2008 and 2010, a comparable two-cycle window that used the same district lines as 2004 and 2006, the number of competitive races increased from 15 percent to 17 percent despite reducing the total number of elections by combining the two major party primaries into a single, party-agnostic affair.

Top-two voting primaries also introduced a new dynamic that was not previously possible in a partisan primary—the second spot on the general election ballot may come down to a tight race between the runner-up from the majority party and the top candidate of the minority party. For example, in 2008, four candidates ran for State Senator in the 20th Legislative District, one Democrat and three Republicans. Long-time incumbent Republican Dan Swecker led the primary with 40 percent of the total vote, leaving the second spot to a tight race between Democrat Chuck Bojarski and Republican Neal Kirby. Bojarski bested Kirby by less than 7 points, creating a competitive primary election that would not have existed with partisan primaries.

Turning to the general elections, where only one candidate can win, a race is considered competitive if the winning candidate received 55 percent of the vote or less. After the implementation of top-two voting, a win with less than 55 percent of the vote represents a close margin—after all, this means the second-place candidate came within 10 points of the winner. Before top-two voting, however, a victory with less than 55 percent of the total vote may not have been 10 points due to the possible presence of third-party candidates.

Top-two voting primaries also introduced a new dynamic that was not previously possible in a partisan primary—the second spot on the general election ballot may come down to a tight race between the runner-up from the majority party and the top candidate of the minority party.

The top-two system in action.

2008 State Senator Legislative 20 District Results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidate</th>
<th>Votes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chuck Bojarski</td>
<td>9,528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Swecker</td>
<td>14,444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neal Kirby</td>
<td>7,335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ted Shannon</td>
<td>4,793</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Votes:</strong></td>
<td><strong>35,094</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Overall, top-two voting does not appear to have impacted the total number of competitive races. In the 2004 and 2006 elections, the vast majority of general election races for the state legislature—over 75 percent—were not competitive. After the implementation of top-two voting, the results have been similar: still more than three-quarters of races are not competitive.

But top-two voting may have increased competition at the margins. In 2004 and 2006, 54 races featured unopposed candidates, giving voters no choices in the general election. In 2008 and 2010, after the implementation of top-two voting, the number of unopposed races dropped to 49. One reason for this change is that contests featuring only one party shifted the competition from the primary election to the general, creating competitive general election races in previously uncompetitive districts and including the input of more voters.

For example, in 2010, two Democrats squared off in the general election for State Representative Position 1 in the 27th Legislative District. This is a seat where Democrats held a 70-30 advantage over Republicans, providing an uncompetitive general election before top-two voting was implemented. But in 2010, Democrats Jake Fey and Laurie Jinkins competed against each other in the general election, with Jinkins ultimately winning 54-46. Thus, the top-two system shifted the competition from the primary to the general election, and, in so doing, reflected the input of the 15,390 more constituents who participated in the general election.

To summarize, the implementation of top-two voting in Washington shows mixed results when it comes to electoral competition. At a fundamental level, top-two voting provided citizens with more options in the primary election and occasionally created competition where it would not have otherwise existed, but the aggregate number of competitive races largely stayed the same.

Increased Voter Participation

The proponents also argue that top-two primaries increase voter participation in primary elections. Specifically, they claim that turnout in Washington was “more than twice as high” in the 2000 election compared to states that use partisan

primaries. This claim by proponents is less nuanced than the claims about competition, and data shows that the top-two voting primary system did not increase voter participation on the whole.

Before the end of the blanket primary after the 2002 election, Washington regularly experienced relatively good turnout in primary elections, particularly compared to other states. In 1990, for example, 30.71 percent of Washingtonians turned out for the primary election in a congressional midterm cycle.63 By comparison, less than 20 percent of voters nationally participated in their state’s primary elections that year.64 By 2000, more than 40 percent of Washingtonians participated in the primary election, ranking third among states with available data.65

As shown in Figure 4, the implementation of the partisan primary with voter choice did not appear to impact turnout in a significant way. Turnout in the 2004 primary jumped to 45 percent, the highest level since 1992 and a level that would not be surpassed until 2020.66 Two years later, 2006 saw a slight decline at 39 percent, but it nevertheless represented an increase over the previous midterm primary in 2002, which saw only 34 percent of voters participate. After implementing top-two voting in 2008, voter turnout in primaries declined from 2008-2014 and then grew from 2014-2020. Overall, the claim that top-two voting would increase voter participation in primary elections is unsupported by data.

**Figure 4: Voter Turnout by Year**
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Analysis of Opponents’ Claims

On the other side of the issue, the League of Women Voters, Gov. Gary Locke, the Libertarian and Green parties and state GOP leadership opposed the top-two voting initiative.

Similar to the proponents, the opponents also made a series of claims about top-two voting:

1. It would “sharply reduce” choices in the general election;
2. Third parties and independent candidates would be “eliminated” from the general election ballot; and
3. The candidates in the general election may be from the same party, leaving many voters struggling to find a candidate with whom they agree.

These claims can each be evaluated using data from the eight top-two election cycles. On the whole, opponents’ claims had some validity, but they were also somewhat overstated.

“Sharply Reduced” Choices in General Election

Opponents of the top-two voting system argue that I-872 would “sharply reduce [voters’] choices in the general election.” At first glance, the data appears to back up this claim; however, with additional context, the argument weakens.

It is true that top-two voting reduced the average number of candidates on the general election ballot. In 2000 and 2002, the last two-cycle period to use the original blanket primary format, the average state legislative general election race featured 47 races with more than two candidates—nearly 20 percent.

The change to the partisan primary with private selection in 2004 continued to provide a pathway to the ballot for third-party candidates, though the number of races with three or more candidates declined to 27 races—or 11 percent—driven mostly by the election in 2006 when only one state legislative race featured more than two candidates.

The implementation of top-two voting naturally reduced the number of general election candidates, as no race under a top-two system could feature more than two candidates.

But the analysis should not end there. The number of general election races featuring unopposed candidates also plays a role in the number of choices.
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In 2004 and 2006, three races featured competition among co-partisans in the primary without any opposition from another party. These races would all have brought forward an alternative option to voters in the general election if they had been conducted using top-two voting instead, both increasing the number of candidates on the general election ballot and enabling minority party and independent voters to contribute to the outcome of the race.

As noted above, the number of unopposed races in the general election also decreased with the advent of top-two voting. Following the partisan primaries in 2004 and 2006, 54 races in the subsequent general elections provided no options for voters at all. This number declined to 49 races between 2008 and 2010.

With this extra context, the conclusions are again mixed. Opponents of top-two voting are correct that the number of choices in the general election did drop, as evidenced by the number of races with more with than two candidates. But top-two voting also increased the number of races where voters had a choice by allowing co-partisans to compete against each other in the general election.

Elimination of Third Parties and Independents

Building off the argument above, opponents claimed that third parties and independents would be eliminated under top-two voting. This has proven to be flatly untrue. Third-party candidates and independents still compete for office under top-two systems and may even have more opportunity to spread their message through partisan self-identification.

After the implementation of top-two voting in 2008, third-party candidates continued showing up on the general election ballot. Sticking with state legislative races, third-party candidates maintained their presence on the general election ballot ranging from just five in 2008 to 15 in 2014.

While third-party candidates tend to fare poorly in the general election, they occasionally have competitive campaigns. For example, in the 2010 race for State Representative Position 2 in the 19th legislative district, Tim Sutinen of the “Lower Taxes Party” lost by just 5 points to incumbent Democrat Brian Blake. Looking outside of state legislative elections, independent candidate
Julie Anderson narrowly lost the 2022 special election for Secretary of State to incumbent Steve Hobbs by less than 4 points.76

The persistent existence of third parties is also notable not just because of the top-two structure, but also because candidates now enjoy self-identification privileges. Before top-two voting, candidates may have pursued nomination as a third-party candidate as a way to advance to the general election ballot. A candidate with a base of 2-3 percent of the voters has little chance of advancing from a top-two election, but they could advance out of a partisan primary system. Even so, with that benefit of third-party affiliation removed, candidates continued to identify outside of the major party options under the top-two system.

Moreover, candidates have come to recognize the potential for signaling using the self-identification system. Dating back to the first election under the top-two system in 2008, candidates began to use party identification to tell voters where they stand on the issues, with one candidate for state legislative office identifying with the “Cut Taxes G.O.P. Party” and another identifying as “Progressive Dem. Party.”77 State Rep. Christopher Hurst also recognized the power of signaling and began running as an “Independent Democrat” in 2010, a tactic that proved valuable for him personally and was repeated by candidates. By 2016, when Hurst chose not to run for re-election, 14 candidates carried on the practice by running as “Independent Democrats” or “Independent Republicans.”78

Candidates also began combining multiple party identifications for unique advantages. For example, in 2016, Jason Ritchie identified as both a Democrat and a member of the Working Family Party.79 The combination resonated well with voters, as he narrowly lost the election for State Representative Position 1 in the 5th Legislative District against incumbent Republican Jay Rodne by less than 4 points.80

Over time, the potential for leveraging self-identification as a messaging tool developed into an art form of sorts. In the 2020 gubernatorial election, 36 candidates participated, purportedly identifying with 15 different parties, from “Fifth Republic Party” to the “Cascadian Labour Party.”81 Far from the elimination of third parties, self-identification under the top-two system has sparked renaissance of party identifications and given a platform to candidates outside of the dominant Republican and Democratic parties.

---
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Single-Party Elections

Opponents of top-two elections also raised objections to the system on the grounds that it would allow two candidates from the same party to square off in the general election without any alternative options. In such cases, “many voters will not be able to vote for a candidate who represents their philosophy.”82 Such circumstances have played out in high-profile races and with some regularity.

In a classic example, Republicans found themselves without a candidate in the Lieutenant Governor’s race in 2020. In the primary, 11 candidates competed for the office—four Democrats, five Republicans and two Libertarians.83 Two Democrats, U.S. Rep. Denny Heck and State Sen. Marko Liias, brought with them substantial political profiles, whereas none of the Republican candidates emerged as frontrunners. Ultimately, Heck and Liias advanced out of the primary with 25 percent and 19 percent, respectively, while the Republicans split 43 percent of the vote five ways and failed to advance a candidate.84 In the general election, many Republicans felt that they had no candidate who reflected their philosophy on the ballot and resorted to supporting write-in candidate Joshua Freed.85

Perhaps more notably, top-two voting has even resulted in elections where majority party voters did not have a candidate on the general election ballot at all. In the 2016 race for State Treasurer, Democratic voters, who represent a majority in Washington, were left to choose between two Republican candidates.86 This came to be because three Democratic candidates split the vote in the primary election, each earning between 13 and 20 percent of the vote, leaving the two Republican candidates to advance with 23 and 25 percent each.87 While Republicans rejoiced at the guarantee of a victory in the statewide race, the topsy-turvy primary result represented the worst nightmares of the Democratic Party leadership who opposed I-872.

In this sense, opponents of top-two elections were correct—the system does occasionally create results that leave many voters without a candidate; however, single-party races have also provided some benefit by giving minority party voters the chance to play kingmaker and help temper the ideological extremism of their representatives.
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For example, in 2014, Republicans Clint Didier and Dan Newhouse emerged from the 4th Congressional District primary election with Didier garnering 32 percent compared to the more moderate Republican Dan Newhouse’s 26 percent. Although Democrats represented just 20 percent of the primary voters, their impact was substantial. Newhouse, the more moderate of the two candidates, ultimately won the race by less than 2 points. Under Washington’s old system, or under most of the primary rules around the country, Newhouse would have been eliminated during the primary phase, likely leading to a resounding Didier victory. But the top-two election incentivized the two Republican candidates to reach out to all voters, including Democrats, giving more voters more say in the outcome of the election. This led one prominent political observer to comment, “a top-two voting primary can offer a path toward something radically promising.”

Parties may squander this opportunity, however. Looking again to the race for Secretary of State in 2020, Republicans had the opportunity to tilt the outcome of the election against Democrat Steve Hobbs and in favor of independent candidate Julie Anderson. Hobbs ultimately won the election with just 49.8 percent of the vote. If Republicans had chosen to rally around Anderson rather than support an underdog write-in candidate, which took a valuable 4.4 percent of the vote, it is possible that Anderson could have unseated the Democrat.

In all, while the opponents of top-two elections were correct that the system could result in races where a substantial portion of the electorate faced a choice between two unappealing alternatives, these elections have also provided healthy incentives for candidates to reach out to all voters and given more voters more influence over otherwise uncompetitive elections.

Grading on a Curve—Comparing to Idaho and Alaska

To this point, this paper has described how top-two voting has impacted elections in Washington. However, another way to assess the value of this approach is to compare Washington’s elections with those of two of its neighbors—Idaho and Alaska.
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At one end of the spectrum, Idaho employs partially closed primaries. This means that only voters who have registered with a party may participate in that party’s primary, unless the party itself decides to allow other voters to participate. In addition, because Idaho is overwhelmingly Republican, most state legislative races serve more like coronations than opportunities for voters to express their preferences. Of Idaho’s 70 state house races in 2022, only 10 were decided by 10 percentage points or less—less than 15 percent of the races—whereas 20 percent of Washington races were decided by that margin. Additionally, nearly 75 percent of races in Idaho that year featured only one candidate on the ballot. Washington, meanwhile, offered voters only one candidate in roughly 20 percent of races. As has been written elsewhere, top-two elections would be an improvement over Idaho’s current system.

Although the top-two approach to elections cannot completely fix issues of competition, turnout or representation in Washington, this innovation unequivocally offers a superior alternative to the closed system in neighboring Idaho. Were Idaho to follow Washington’s lead, a greater number of candidates would be incentivized to participate, competition would move from closed, low turnout primaries to the general election, and voters would be given greater opportunities to express their preferences toward candidates and hold incumbents accountable.

But that does not mean Washington’s system cannot be improved. For example, Alaska’s top-four innovation provides even greater opportunities for candidates and voters. Following the passage of Ballot Measure 2 in 2020, Alaska implemented a blanket primary just like Washington, but the four candidates with the most votes advance to the general election, instead of just two. The major difference between Washington and Alaska is that Alaskans have an opportunity to rank each of the candidates on the ballot instead of picking just one. Ranked-choice voting (RCV) has been shown to produce a number of benefits including more choices for voters, more representative outcomes and increased participation.
Aside from the general benefits accrued by all RCV elections, allowing four candidates to advance instead of two would drastically reduce the instances in which major party supporters do not have a candidate of their choice on the ballot as well as increase opportunities for minor-party candidates. Even if a candidate from a voter’s preferred party does not have a high chance of winning the race, citizens would still be able to vote according to their preferences by ranking their party’s candidate first, while still expressing a preference for the other candidates through the ranked-choice ballot.

**Conclusion**

When I-872 passed in 2004, voters sent the message that they wanted to restore the blanket primary and maintain the ability to select among candidates from all parties in the primary. The arguments of the proponents of the initiative not only carried the day but also proved to be mostly true. Even so, opponents’ warnings also proved to be valid, highlighting many of the ways in which the implementation of top-two elections came with trade-offs.

Ultimately, lawmakers and election scholars from around the country can learn from the experience of Washington’s top-two approach to elections. The system does a good job of granting voters maximum flexibility and can create healthy incentives for candidates to run broadly appealing campaigns while leaving space for third-party candidates. At the same time, top-two voting has resulted in general elections where voters, both of the minority and majority party, have no politically aligned option.

To improve on its current voting system, Washington could benefit from looking at its neighbor to the north, Alaska, which advances four candidates to the general election and uses RCV to determine the winner. Still, even just the use of top-two voting has benefited Washington voters by promoting competition in ways that closed partisan primaries and plurality elections cannot do.